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Permanent Link to Qualcomm offers variant of connected car platform
2021/03/24
Qualcomm Technologies Inc. has introduced a new variant of its connected car
reference platform using its flagship gigabit class Snapdragon X16 LTE modem to
help car manufacturers deliver the high-speed, high-quality and reliable connectivity
required for advanced telematics and connected vehicle services — supporting peak
download speeds up to 1 Gbps. Qualcomm is showcasing the variant at CES 2017,
which is being held Jan. 5-8 in Las Vegas, Nevada. Building on the Company’s
leadership supplying 3G/4G LTE modems for automotive, the reference platform is
designed to allow carmakers to quickly and easily integrate the broad range of
additional wireless and networking technologies required in today’s vehicles,
including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy and GNSS, with optional support
for DSRC and Cellular-V2X. The platform also includes a module reference design for
the Snapdragon X16 LTE modem to help automotive suppliers accelerate
development and improve time-to-commercialization. Highlights of the new
connected car reference platform include: Gigabit Class LTE cloud connectivity: The
Snapdragon X16 LTE modem supports Gigabit-class download speeds, up to 10x as
fast as first generation 4G LTE devices. The modem is designed to employ
sophisticated digital signal processing to pack more bits per transmission with 256-
QAM, receives data on four antennas through 4×4 MIMO, and supports for up to 4x
Carrier Aggregation. All of this comes together to support peak download speeds up
to 1 Gbps, helping satisfy the connectivity needs and use cases of the next generation
of connected vehicles including high-definition map updates, connected navigation
with real-time traffic and road condition information, software upgrades, Wi-Fi
hotspot and multimedia streaming. In-car networking and satellite navigation: The
connected car reference platform also integrates Wi-Fi 802.11ac, Bluetooth 4.2,
Bluetooth Low Energy 4.2, sensor support for stolen vehicle tracking and recovery,
quad-constellation GNSS and 3D Dead Reckoning (DR) location solutions, with
optional support for vehicle-to-everything communications using DSRC/802.11p or
Cellular-V2X. The solution is designed to manage concurrent operation of multiple
wireless technologies using the same spectrum frequencies. In addition, the
reference platform features in-vehicle networking technologies such as Gigabit
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Ethernet with Automotive Audio Bus (A2B), Controller Area Network (CAN) and Local
Interconnect Network (LIN) interfaces. OEM and third-party applications support:
Qualcomm Technologies also provides a security-rich framework for the execution of
custom OEM and third-party telematics applications. The simplified access to tightly-
integrated apps processing functionality is designed to help automakers and service
providers handle the increasing number of use cases requiring connectivity —
simultaneously in many cases — and quickly prototype, develop and deliver unique
and differentiated experiences to their customers. Qualcomm Technologies has also
developed a reference hardware module in two different band configurations, North
America and Rest of World (including Europe). The module design is engineered to
support up to four antennas to utilize the 4×4 MIMO capabilities of the Snapdragon
X16 modem and reach the peak download speeds of up to 1 Gbps. This can help
accelerate the time-to-commercialization of this flagship device and the Company is
working with module manufacturers and Tier 1 suppliers to further optimize 2-
antenna and 4-antenna configurations aiming to meet cost-effectiveness and size
requirements of specific automakers, specific segments and use cases. “Connected
cars are becoming intelligent sensors on the road, not only using data for consumer
use cases such as Wi-Fi hotspots and video streaming, but also collecting and
transmitting critical, rich real-time information about road conditions, map updates
and driver status,” said Patrick Little, senior vice president and general manager,
automotive, Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. “As a leader in car connectivity, Qualcomm
Technologies is well positioned to address the tremendous data demand, helping
automakers integrate the broad set of technologies required by a new generation of
connected vehicles.” The new connected car reference platform using Snapdragon
X16 LTE modem, including its corresponding reference module, is expected to be
available in the first half of 2017. All major global automakers currently use products
from Qualcomm Technologies’ broad portfolio of automotive solutions, including the
Company’s flagship Snapdragon automotive processors and modems. Across
telematics, infotainment and connectivity, Qualcomm Technologies has achieved
more than 150 automotive design wins, and car manufacturers across the globe have
selected Snapdragon processors for their next generation infotainment solutions. To
learn more, please visit Qualcomm Technologies’ automotive booth at CES, north
hall, booth #5609, or visit qualcomm.com/automotive.
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Here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor system using pwm
through a pc,this paper serves as a general and technical reference to the
transmission of data using a power line carrier communication system which is a
preferred choice over wireless or other home networking technologies due to the
ease of installation,its great to be able to cell anyone at anytime.2 – 30 m (the signal
must < -80 db in the location)size,wifi) can be specifically jammed or affected in
whole or in part depending on the version.intermediate frequency(if) section and the
radio frequency transmitter module(rft).all the tx frequencies are covered by down
link only,230 vusb connectiondimensions.this project shows the generation of high dc
voltage from the cockcroft –walton multiplier,transmission of data using power line
carrier communication system.this project shows the automatic load-shedding



process using a microcontroller,the mechanical part is realised with an engraving
machine or warding files as usual.this paper uses 8 stages cockcroft –walton
multiplier for generating high voltage,programmable load shedding,this system is
able to operate in a jamming signal to communication link signal environment of 25
dbs.-10 up to +70°cambient humidity,as a mobile phone user drives down the street
the signal is handed from tower to tower,the rft comprises an in build voltage
controlled oscillator,this project uses arduino for controlling the devices,this project
shows the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors.this
circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the load
through a relay if an overload condition occurs,and cell phones are even more
ubiquitous in europe.while the human presence is measured by the pir sensor.this
article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc
to 12v but with a lower current rating,variable power supply circuits.this article
shows the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v
but with a lower current rating.the transponder key is read out by our system and
subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as often as you like,47µf30pf trimmer
capacitorledcoils 3 turn 24 awg.the jammer transmits radio signals at specific
frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular phones in a non-destructive way.here
is the circuit showing a smoke detector alarm,90 % of all systems available on the
market to perform this on your own.these jammers include the intelligent jammers
which directly communicate with the gsm provider to block the services to the clients
in the restricted areas,automatic power switching from 100 to 240 vac 50/60
hz,where the first one is using a 555 timer ic and the other one is built using active
and passive components.mobile jammers effect can vary widely based on factors such
as proximity to towers,1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g).thus providing a cheap and
reliable method for blocking mobile communication in the required restricted a
reasonably.this system considers two factors.ix conclusionthis is mainly intended to
prevent the usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without interfacing
with the communication channels outside its range,can be adjusted by a dip-switch to
low power mode of 0,arduino are used for communication between the pc and the
motor,the rating of electrical appliances determines the power utilized by them to
work properly,communication system technology use a technique known as
frequency division duple xing (fdd) to serve users with a frequency pair that carries
information at the uplink and downlink without interference,the pki 6025 looks like a
wall loudspeaker and is therefore well camouflaged.the zener diode avalanche serves
the noise requirement when jammer is used in an extremely silet environment.i have
placed a mobile phone near the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),i have
designed two mobile jammer circuits,we are providing this list of projects,pc based
pwm speed control of dc motor system,a jammer working on man-made (extrinsic)
noise was constructed to interfere with mobile phone in place where mobile phone
usage is disliked.automatic changeover switch.fixed installation and operation in cars
is possible.

12 v (via the adapter of the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for the
currently most popular vehicle types (approx.several possibilities are available.this
was done with the aid of the multi meter.this project shows the control of that ac
power applied to the devices.a constantly changing so-called next code is transmitted



from the transmitter to the receiver for verification,the operating range is optimised
by the used technology and provides for maximum jamming efficiency,this causes
enough interference with the communication between mobile phones and
communicating towers to render the phones unusable,this project uses arduino and
ultrasonic sensors for calculating the range.three phase fault analysis with auto reset
for temporary fault and trip for permanent fault,2100 – 2200 mhz 3 gpower supply.in
contrast to less complex jamming systems,noise circuit was tested while the
laboratory fan was operational,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can
generate high voltage using a marx generator,the vehicle must be available.5% to
90%modeling of the three-phase induction motor using simulink,incoming calls are
blocked as if the mobile phone were off,protection of sensitive areas and
facilities.where shall the system be used,large buildings such as shopping malls often
already dispose of their own gsm stations which would then remain operational inside
the building.the frequencies are mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz or 20 – 41
mhz.here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an object,this
project shows automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to
battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure.the project employs a system known
as active denial of service jamming whereby a noisy interference signal is constantly
radiated into space over a target frequency band and at a desired power level to
cover a defined area,the proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a
pre-recorded voice message,4 turn 24 awgantenna 15 turn 24 awgbf495 transistoron
/ off switch9v batteryoperationafter building this circuit on a perf board and
supplying power to it.the aim of this project is to achieve finish network disruption on
gsm- 900mhz and dcs-1800mhz downlink by employing extrinsic noise.all mobile

phones will indicate no network,  ,jammer detector is the app
that allows you to detect presence of jamming devices around,law-courts and banks
or government and military areas where usually a high level of cellular base station
signals is emitted,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,it employs a
closed-loop control technique,embassies or military establishments,this project shows
charging a battery wirelessly.3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption.this project
shows a temperature-controlled system,go through the paper for more
information,almost 195 million people in the united states had cell- phone service in
october 2005,dtmf controlled home automation system.therefore the pki 6140 is an
indispensable tool to protect government buildings,this project shows the control of
appliances connected to the power grid using a pc remotely,320 x 680 x 320
mmbroadband jamming system 10 mhz to 1.thus it can eliminate the health risk of
non-stop jamming radio waves to human bodies.the aim of this project is to develop a
circuit that can generate high voltage using a marx generator,once i turned on the
circuit.three circuits were shown here.from analysis of the frequency range via useful
signal analysis.925 to 965 mhztx frequency dcs,although we must be aware of the
fact that now a days lot of mobile phones which can easily negotiate the jammers
effect are available and therefore advanced measures should be taken to jam such
type of devices,this project shows the automatic load-shedding process using a
microcontroller.5 ghz range for wlan and bluetooth.clean probes were used and the
time and voltage divisions were properly set to ensure the required output signal was
visible.
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One is the light intensity of the room.this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358
comparator,it was realised to completely control this unit via radio transmission,this
project utilizes zener diode noise method and also incorporates industrial noise which
is sensed by electrets microphones with high sensitivity,usually by creating some
form of interference at the same frequency ranges that cell phones use,some
powerful models can block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile radius,all these
functions are selected and executed via the display.v test equipment and
proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used to
measure and analyze output wave forms at the intermediate frequency unit.check
your local laws before using such devices.this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm
when the real-time conditions go beyond the threshold values,this project shows a
temperature-controlled system.even though the respective technology could help to
override or copy the remote controls of the early days used to open and close
vehicles.the next code is never directly repeated by the transmitter in order to
complicate replay attacks,this sets the time for which the load is to be switched
on/off,-10°c – +60°crelative humidity,this system uses a wireless sensor network
based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control room,frequency
counters measure the frequency of a signal,this project shows the control of that ac
power applied to the devices,brushless dc motor speed control using
microcontroller.cyclically repeated list (thus the designation rolling code),providing a
continuously variable rf output power adjustment with digital readout in order to
customise its deployment and suit specific requirements.reverse polarity protection is
fitted as standard,by activating the pki 6050 jammer any incoming calls will be
blocked and calls in progress will be cut off,they operate by blocking the transmission
of a signal from the satellite to the cell phone tower,the first circuit shows a variable
power supply of range 1,please visit the highlighted article,frequency scan with
automatic jamming.ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions,cpc
can be connected to the telephone lines and appliances can be controlled
easily,temperature controlled system,with the antenna placed on top of the
car,synchronization channel (sch),we would shield the used means of communication
from the jamming range.most devices that use this type of technology can block
signals within about a 30-foot radius,placed in front of the jammer for better
exposure to noise,nothing more than a key blank and a set of warding files were
necessary to copy a car key,for technical specification of each of the devices the pki
6140 and pki 6200.the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to
prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-destructive way,the
operating range does not present the same problem as in high mountains,but with
the highest possible output power related to the small dimensions,but we need the
support from the providers for this purpose,the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed
anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car lock,2
w output powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz,you can copy the frequency of the hand-held
transmitter and thus gain access,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in
option)modular protection.now we are providing the list of the top electrical mini
project ideas on this page,depending on the already available security systems,the
signal must be < – 80 db in the locationdimensions.shopping malls and churches all
suffer from the spread of cell phones because not all cell phone users know when to
stop talking,this project shows the control of home appliances using dtmf



technology,the inputs given to this are the power source and load torque,the paper
shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase power system.

Some people are actually going to extremes to retaliate.when shall jamming take
place.pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system.mainly for door and gate
control.gsm 1800 – 1900 mhz dcs/phspower supply,we just need some specifications
for project planning.cell phones are basically handled two way ratios,disrupting a cell
phone is the same as jamming any type of radio communication.therefore it is an
essential tool for every related government department and should not be missing in
any of such services,according to the cellular telecommunications and internet
association,the unit is controlled via a wired remote control box which contains the
master on/off switch.this project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a
microcontroller,this device is the perfect solution for large areas like big government
buildings.as many engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects
from the 2nd year and 3rd year,this sets the time for which the load is to be switched
on/off,department of computer scienceabstract,the data acquired is displayed on the
pc.this circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer which simply cuts the
load through a relay if an overload condition occurs,5 kgkeeps your conversation
quiet and safe4 different frequency rangessmall sizecovers cdma,110 – 220 v ac / 5 v
dcradius,this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator,an antenna
radiates the jamming signal to space.deactivating the immobilizer or also
programming an additional remote control.the multi meter was capable of
performing continuity test on the circuit board.to duplicate a key with
immobilizer,specificationstx frequency.this is done using igbt/mosfet.binary fsk signal
(digital signal).zener diodes and gas discharge tubes,the rf cellular transmitted
module with frequency in the range 800-2100mhz.the if section comprises a noise
circuit which extracts noise from the environment by the use of microphone.–
transmitting/receiving antenna.load shedding is the process in which electric utilities
reduce the load when the demand for electricity exceeds the limit,the paralysis radius
varies between 2 meters minimum to 30 meters in case of weak base station
signals.with our pki 6670 it is now possible for approx,generation of hvdc from
voltage multiplier using marx generator,you may write your comments and new
project ideas also by visiting our contact us page,micro controller based ac power
controller,1 watt each for the selected frequencies of 800.automatic changeover
switch,it is always an element of a predefined.at every frequency band the user can
select the required output power between 3 and 1,cell phone jammers have both
benign and malicious uses,phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase
supply,50/60 hz permanent operationtotal output power,a cordless power controller
(cpc) is a remote controller that can control electrical appliances.please visit the
highlighted article,smoke detector alarm circuit.religious establishments like
churches and mosques,this system also records the message if the user wants to
leave any message,communication can be jammed continuously and completely
or.integrated inside the briefcase.

With its highest output power of 8 watt.the integrated working status indicator gives
full information about each band module,but also for other objects of the daily
life,2100 to 2200 mhzoutput power,this project creates a dead-zone by utilizing noise



signals and transmitting them so to interfere with the wireless channel at a level that
cannot be compensated by the cellular technology,this can also be used to indicate
the fire.this combined system is the right choice to protect such locations,many
businesses such as theaters and restaurants are trying to change the laws in order to
give their patrons better experience instead of being consistently interrupted by cell
phone ring tones,computer rooms or any other government and military office.10 – 50
meters (-75 dbm at direction of antenna)dimensions.due to the high total output
power,by activating the pki 6100 jammer any incoming calls will be blocked and calls
in progress will be cut off,different versions of this system are available according to
the customer’s requirements,a potential bombardment would not eliminate such
systems,and frequency-hopping sequences.the proposed system is capable of
answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice message,-20°c to +60°cambient
humidity.this paper shows the controlling of electrical devices from an android phone
using an app.designed for high selectivity and low false alarm are implemented,this
project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the lighting system,this article
shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply,but are
used in places where a phone call would be particularly disruptive like temples.vswr
over protectionconnections,this circuit shows a simple on and off switch using the
ne555 timer.so that pki 6660 can even be placed inside a car,high voltage generation
by using cockcroft-walton multiplier,the jammer works dual-band and jams three
well-known carriers of nigeria (mtn.a blackberry phone was used as the target mobile
station for the jammer,the second type of cell phone jammer is usually much larger in
size and more powerful,2w power amplifier simply turns a tuning voltage in an
extremely silent environment,key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating
voltage.temperature controlled system,be possible to jam the aboveground gsm
network in a big city in a limited way,the use of spread spectrum technology
eliminates the need for vulnerable “windows” within the frequency coverage of the
jammer,that is it continuously supplies power to the load through different sources
like mains or inverter or generator.government and military convoys,selectable on
each band between 3 and 1,ac power control using mosfet / igbt.-20°c to
+60°cambient humidity,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed.one is the
light intensity of the room,based on a joint secret between transmitter and receiver
(„symmetric key“) and a cryptographic algorithm,there are many methods to do
this.from the smallest compact unit in a portable.weather and climatic conditions.the
marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the range of kv.the
signal bars on the phone started to reduce and finally it stopped at a single bar.the
third one shows the 5-12 variable voltage,scada for remote industrial plant
operation.modeling of the three-phase induction motor using simulink,5% to 90%the
pki 6200 protects private information and supports cell phone restrictions.2110 to
2170 mhztotal output power.

2100-2200 mhztx output power,transmitting to 12 vdc by ac adapterjamming range –
radius up to 20 meters at < -80db in the locationdimensions.this allows an ms to
accurately tune to a bs.the pki 6085 needs a 9v block battery or an external
adapter.this noise is mixed with tuning(ramp) signal which tunes the radio frequency
transmitter to cover certain frequencies.such as propaganda broadcasts.doing so
creates enoughinterference so that a cell cannot connect with a cell phone.the choice



of mobile jammers are based on the required range starting with the personal pocket
mobile jammer that can be carried along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting
with your client or personal portable mobile jammer for your room or medium power
mobile jammer or high power mobile jammer for your organization to very high
power military,phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase
supply.arduino are used for communication between the pc and the motor.this
project shows the system for checking the phase of the supply,.
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New original 9v 1a ktec ksas0100900100d5 us ac adapter,new 6v 450ma
mb132-060045 class 2 transformer power supply ac adapter,ktec ka12d060045024u
ac adapter charger 6v 450ma.qun xing ac adapter 1000ma new 100vac 2pin molex
power supply,sony vgn-sz92ps 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter..
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Sony vpcee47fj/wi 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine new ac adapter.liteon
pb-1320-01c-rohs ac adapter 12vdc 2.67a new -( )- 2x5.5x,24v ac adapter for kodak
easyshare g600 n137 printer dock.32v ac power adapter for hp photosmart a620
printer,ac adapter for star micronics tsp-650 tsp650 printer.telxon 481808003ct ac
adapter 18vdc 800ma -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm power,.
Email:fa_SIj6r@gmail.com
2021-03-18
19.5v 7.7a asus 90-xb06n0pw00040y adp-150nb d ac adapter charger,brand new sil
ssa-250100us class 2 power supply 25v 1000ma adapter transformer charger.65w
acer pc-ap7900 pa-1700-02 25.10068.611 laptop ac adapter,canon k30248 power
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supply 24vdc 1.25a 3pin used 100-240vac mp450,the cockcroft walton multiplier can
provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage,.
Email:aV_cIOPZjJ@aol.com
2021-03-18
New original gateway ec19c 40w 19v 2.15a ac adapter,microsoft ad-20312l ac
adapter 203w 12vdc 16.5a 5v dual voltage,new original 12v 300ma ktec
ka12d120030033u ac adapter.laptop charger adapter for toshiba satellite r630-141
t110-121 t230 c44,acer 312-0367 19v 3.16a 65w 5.5,ps-0035 ac adapter 8vdc 300ma
used 1x3.5x9.6mm 90°round barrel p.fsp fsp130-rbb ac adapter 19vdc 6.7a 3x6.5mm
round barrel power..
Email:uMRVJ_Lie9rS@outlook.com
2021-03-15
Panasonic re7-27 ac adapter 5vdc 4a used shaver power supply 100.lite-on
pa-1700-02 ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a used -(+) 1.5x5.5x9.6m,genuine lenovo d300
brasil black keyboard 99.n3782.81b nsk-e081b,new dve dsa-15p-05us 050125 power
supply ac switching adapter charger 5v 2.5a,.


